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EDITORIAL
Your wish is our command!
The time has finally come! After the winners of our anniversary contest received their prizes, we’d now
like to present you with some of the results of our reader’s survey. At this point, we’d also like to thank
you graciously for the incredible amount of participation and thank our sponsors for their wonderful
support. We really enjoyed every suggestion, every idea and every motivation, for this is the only way we
can fully meet the wishes of our AIRBRUSH STEP BY STEP readers.
Our evaluation of the questionnaires leads to the following results when taking the aspects of topics,
columns and the quality of the editorial content into consideration:
• The topics of custom painting (34%), fine art (29%) and wall designs (22%) are particularly popular.
• A large percentage of the readers are interested in fantasy (22%), structures (19%), portraits (17%),
animals (16%) and photorealism (16%).
• Most readers (91%) feel our step by step guidelines are clearly understandable, serve as suitable
motif templates and provide a wealth of tips and tricks.
• A small percentage (8%) feel that our instructions are too difficult or are not easy to comprehend or that they
are even a bit patchy.
• Our step by steps construct the most enjoyed category of the magazine coming in at 23%, followed by news
and our topical series (for example, Custom Painting Classroom), each coming in at 13%.
Naturally, we’re very excited about such positive feedback, but we do take your critique and suggestions very
seriously. We will be giving our best to further improve the contents of our magazine. Right here in this issue,
we’ve already taken your wishes to heart. Our animal lovers will be presented with a fascinating photorealistic
tiger portrait from Jürek as well as an exclusive interview with the artist. With David Naylor, we are indeed
sticking to the topic of photorealism, but in this case it’s an old Chevrolet with some Cuban flair that is playing
the main role. We’ve also taken the wish for wall designs into account with a Mediterranean vacation motif by
Laila and Michael Witti, which has the beholder visually roaming from a lovely patio out across the ocean. The
motif from Steven Leahy is much smaller. Would you ever have thought that a motorcycle could fit on a razor
blade? In addition, Flavio Bosco shows us how he brushes a bright muscle car motif on a human model during
the World Bodypainting Festival that was rewarded with rang 3rd. Of special interest for beginners has got to
be Dave Nestlers’ pencil drawing techniques, because he explains from the scratch how forms and contours are
best designed.
We are pleased to be able to inform you about the following for the future: In of our next issue, we’ll be starting with practical tips and tricks from airbrush experts for airbrushers. To begin, the first part of a new custom
painting topical series by Holger Schmidt (as desired), also known as „Candyman“, will be presented. Secondly,
we’ll go about showing you how to build a picture frame on your own.
Here’s hoping to continue to be able to tickle your fancy in the future with our step by steps, news and topical
series. We also look forward to your continued feedback!
Yours truly,

Editor

”Pros help newcomers.“
”I haven’t read an issue yet that I felt was a disappointment
in any way, shape or form.“
”I’m going to subscribe to ASBS because the newsstand issues are
always gone before you know it.“
”Keep up the good work.“
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STEP BY STEP

STEP BY STEP – Roxy Blade

Mini Bike by Steven Leahy

Basic equipment ROXY BLADE
Airbrushes:
Paints:
Base:
Addional materials:

Richpen 213c
Createx Wicked Detail Colors, Wicked Reducer, Createx Auto Air Colors, Createx Retarder
Razor Blade
Rotary Tool, Winsor Newton Series 7 watercolor brush, X-Acto knife, paint stirrer, photocopies,
automotive wax and grease remover, two part automotive primer, 400 grit sand paper,
Simon Murrays Be Fast Stencils “Splatz”, tempered glass palette, gold sizing, gold leaf,
clear adhesive automotive mask, 2 part clear coat
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Each of the tools that we use to express out artistic vision has its own strengths and our goal is to
seamlessly incorporate those strengths into a flawless piece of art. The ability to create great detail
has always been a very enjoyable goal for me to strive for in my work. In working towards that goal,
I have found several techniques that have really made things move along smoothly. This article will
show you some of those techniques. My aim for this article is that you will be able to take some of
these techniques and apply them in order to increase the accuracy of the detail in your work.

ARTIST PROFILE
Steven Leahy

Steven Leahy is a photorealistic artist who specializes in working with waterborne paints. He received his Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree from the University of Massachusetts. Steven’s work has been published in “Art Scene International
Magazine”, “Naval Aviation News”, and “Airbrush Action Magazine”. Furthermore he is the author of “How Airbrushes Work” (Wolfgang Publications, 2008). In addition to having his work commissioned by the United States Navy
and Warner Brothers Publishing, Steven has garnered various awards and has also displayed pieces at the “Society
of Illustrators” Annual Exhibit in New York. In his current work, he is exploring in-depth, complex still life subjects on
many types of surfaces, from Bristol board, canvas and titanium, to custom bike painting.
www.stevenleahy.com

Picture 01
Single edge razor blades are what I have chosen for the substrate for a
number of these small scale paintings for several reasons. First, when sanded and prepped, the steel in the blade is an amazingly stable material. This
offers the guarantee that the artwork will be around for a very long time.
Second, since everyone is familiar with the size of the blade, it really helps
to give the viewer a clear sense of the actual scale of the work. Last, we as
artists are always looking for something in our work that makes it unique,
something that ties that art to us. These unique razor blade paintings have
done that for my career. For safety, the first step is to grind off the sharp
edge of the razor. A standard rotary tool does a great job at cleanly removing the entire edge.

Picture 02
Next step is to give the blade an even surface for the primer to create
a bond to. Lightly sanding the blade with 400 grit wet and dry sand
paper gives the surface the proper texture.

Picture 03
In order for the automotive primer to properly adhere to the blade, care must be taken to ensure that
all the sanding residue and finger prints are removed from the surface, otherwise the oils left behind will
resist the primer and cause it to peel off later. For this I use a standard automotive wax and grease remover. Next step is to transfer the blade to a modified paint stirrer. Mounting the blade in this way allows
the blade to be easily handled during the painting process. From there the blade gets sprayed with a two
part automotive primer. This primer aggressively adheres to the metal and forms an extremely strong
bond that is very receptive for the paint to follow.
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